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THE THERAPEUTIC ASPECTS OF LIFE REVIEW FOR THE 

HOSPICE PATIENT 

I. Identification of the Pastoral Concern. 

As human beings, young and old, there is a need to reminisce. 

James J. Magee gives us good reasons for this need. 

Life review is a form of reminiscence in which 
individuals reflect upon their personal history and 
accept responsibility for it. It is a process in which 
reviewers gradually reconstruct and assess their past, 
using their current values to weigh behavior that 
their memories progressively return to consciousness. 

It focuses attention upon the connectedness of their 
past with their current sense of themselves, evoking 
memories of formative experiences that influenced 
their personal development. (Magee, page 4). 

He also says, “Reminiscence occurs when a person recalls long 

forgotten incidents, dwells on them, and recaptures the emotions 

that originally accompanied them, often while trying to convey 

these felt experiences to a listener" (Magee, page 1). 

Reminiscing generally becomes "second nature" after seven years 

of age and yet we human beings lose sight of its occurrence.  



Although there is a high need as adolescents to reminisce, there 

is a peak need during the fifth decade and it continues as a high 

need thereafter. "Levinson has argued that a mid-life awareness 

of personal mortality prompts individuals to reappraise their 

life, to determine how well they have met goals set earlier, and 

to plan for their future" (Magee, page 7). 

Working with the dying person in hospice ministry, I see a 

great need for the dying person to reminisce. Most of the hospice 

patients that I work with are in mid-life or in or past the fifth 

decade and thus have a high natural need to reminisce. With the 

hospice patient there is an intensified need because the patient 

is looking his/her own mortality in the face. To be a hospice 

patient there is a six month or less diagnosis of terminality, 

although some patients that we have live longer than six months 

and some shorter than six months. 

Life review can be effective in enhancing the hospice 

patient's ability to: 1) protect their sense of identity, 2) cope 

with the grief of personal losses, and 3) maintain their self- 

esteem. 

A hospice patient needs to take the time to slow down and do 

life review. In this 20th century culture of fast moving projects 

and high achievement this is not easy. The progress of the 

disease that most hospice patients experience does slow them 

down, usually due to energy and functional losses. Also the  



sociological dimensions of the hospice patient are changed due to 

their illness. Because the hospice patients are not able to keep 

the normal social contacts, they find themselves having need for 

doctor and nurse care on a much more frequent basis, typically 

bimonthly, weekly or daily. They find themselves not having the 

energy to go out for social contacts, so friends and family have 

to go to them for social contact. Alsoat this time in their 

life, the economic dimensions of their illness are usually a 

worry for them. Although some insurances and Medicare contain 

provisions for the hospice benefit, which help to pay expenses 

for their care, these insurances do not pay all; so there is 

usually need for the family or friends to help. 

The psychological dimensions of the hospice patient are very 

important. Patients need to keep a balanced and realistic view of 

what is happening to them as they experience the losses of family 

and friends, and dysfunctions of their body as they face their 

own mortality. One way to help them keep their balanced and 

realistic view is to give them time to share their feelings and 

concerns and for them to have time to recall their life story, 

the ups and downs of their life journey. 

Pastoral theology calls us, the church, to be present and to 

remind each other that God through Abraham made a covenant with 

us and through Jesus promised to be with us always, through life 

and through death. As the church extends its care and concern to 

persons throughout life, from birth through death, we, the people  



of God, need to be present and assist the hospice patient in a 

therapeutic process of life review. Karl Rahner defines Pastoral 

Theology: 

"Thus it (pastoral theology) concerns itself not merely 
with the pastoral work of the priest but also with all 
the Church's work for salvation, not as a mere 
'essential' (theoretical) science, which gives us 
timeless universal principles governing this work 
drawn from ecclesiology and moral theology, but as a 
practical (existential) science which seeks to 
ascertain what is to be done here and now and will only 
be recognized as obligatory if the present situation is 
subjected to theological analysis (which is also but 
not only a sociological analysis) ." (Theological Dictionary, 
page 338.) 

II. A Plan of Action for a Pastoral Response. 

I did life review with five hospice patients in their homes, 

in Fresno and Clovis, California, giving them time to share their 

life review. This life review process took two or more sessions 

with each patient giving them time to reflect on the benefits of 

life review for them. 

The following design addressed the concern that the hospice 

patient needs to benefit from life review. This design gave five 

hospice patients the time and opportunity to share their life 

review with me. I met on a monthly basis with three to four 

fellow hospice chaplains to do theological reflection on the life 

review of the hospice patients that I have worked with that 

month.  



The major components of the action plan were as follows: 

Did life review with five hospice patients. 

Met with each patient at least two or three sessions and 
gave them time to share their life review with me. 

Tape-recorded each session and wrote a summary of the 
life review that was presented for theological reflection 
to my fellow hospice chaplain team on a monthly basis. 

Goals for this design were: 

To give five hospice patients the time to share their 
life review with me. 

To reflect on the therapeutic aspects of life review with 
the hospice patient. 

To gain insight on the life review process through 
theological reflection. 

Objectives of the design were: 

To do life review with two or more patients a month. 

To reflect with the patient what the therapeutic aspects 
of this process may be for them. 

To write a summary of each life review session and the 
therapeutic aspects the patient gains from this process. 

To meet with my fellow chaplains once a month to do 
theological reflection on life reviews that I have 
completed that month.  



The following were the criteria for evaluating the life review: 

Ask each patient after their life review session: How do 
you think you have benefited, or, What have you gained 
from this life review process? 

Write the responses of each patient to the question above 
along with their life review summary. 

Ask the chaplain team after each theological reflection 
session: What insights do you think you have gained about 
the life review process from this theological 
reflection session? 

Write an over-all evaluation of the life review process 
that I will conducting from January through May. Write 
the strengths and weaknesses of the process. 

 



MAJOR THEOLOGICAL THEMES IN 

THE LIFE REVIEW PROCESS 

I see four major theological themes in this life review 

process. The first major theological theme is whether formal 

religion played a part in their life. This was done by asking 

these questions: Do you remember going to church as a child? Do 

you think your family was religious? How did this faith or lack 

of faith affect you? These questions were chosen to bring out the 

religious dimension in their life and helped to see whether 

formal religion played a part in their life. One of the 

weaknesses of this life review process is that it did not have 

questions to bring out the spiritual dimension other than formal 

religion. 

The second major theological theme is relationship with 

God, family and others. There were several questions on 

relationship: Did you have any brothers or sisters? Did someone 

close to you die when you were growing up? Did someone important 

to you go away? Who were the important people for you? Do you 

remember feeling left alone, abandoned, not having enough love or 

care as a child or adolescent? Who were you closest to in your 

family? and, How did your parents get along? All of these 

questions helped bring out the person's early relationships and 

those of later life. However, the person's relationship to God 

was not brought out that clearly. This was one of the weaknesses 

of this life review process.  



The third major theological theme was the person's 

sense of commitment to wife or husband, to job, to family, and to 

God. There were several questions to bring out this theme: Did 

you go to school? Did you work during these years (school years)? 

Tell me about your work. Did you work hard during those years 

(adult years)? Did you enjoy your work? Did you marry? Were you 

married more than once? Even though commitment to religion was 

brought out, a commitment to God was not clearly brought out. 

The fourth major theological theme was how early childhood 

experiences affect their lives. This theme was brought out well. 

Questions such as experiences with family in early childhood and 

experiences with formal religion brought this out. One could see 

it clearly in relationships with formal religion. The persons 

who had some contact with formal religion usually had some formal 

religion contact in their adult years. The person who did not 

have any formal religion model in early childhood had a hard time 

finding one in adult years, e.g. in patient #5 one can see it in 

the early experiences of family and commitment to family. The 

person who had a less a structured family life had a hard time 

getting marriage and family to work out for her in adult life.  



A List and Description of the Hospice Patients that Participated 

Patient #1 

Patient 

Patient 

Patient 

Patient 

in the Life Review Process: 

Mary has been a hospice patient with St. 
Agnes for over two years. She has been a hospice 
patient and then on supportive care with Hospice of 
St. Agnes. At present she is on supportive care. 

Mary is a 76 year old female diagnosed with spinal 
lymphoma in July, 1992. She is in bed most of the 
time now. George, her husband and care giver, is a 83 
year old male who is legally blind. They have been 
married 55 years. They now live in a trailer behind 
their son's home in Clovis, California. This life 
review was done as a couple. 

Marie is a 84 year old widow. She is on St. 
Agnes supportive care program because she is in 
active treatment for colon cancer with metastasis to 
the lung, liver and ovaries. Marie has been with us 
since June, 1994. 

Harry is an eighty-two year old male dying of 
lung cancer. He has been with Hospice of St. Agnes 
since July, 1994. Harry lives with his wife of fifty- 
eight years, Dorothy. They live in a mobile home park 
in Fresno, California. 

Bob is a 72 year old male who has cancer of the 
liver with possible bleeds. Bob lives with his wife 
of nearly fifty years in a trailer park in Fresno, 
California. 

Sarah is a 56 year old female dying of 
congestive heart disease. She has been with our 
supportive care program since April, 1994. She is 
presently married, ambulatory and independent.  



THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION PROCESS 

The theological reflection model was from Evelyn and James 

Whitehead's book, Method in Ministry, 1983. The areas of 

reflection are described: 

Tradition: Hebrew and Christian scripture plus two thousand 

years of interpretations and decisions that have shaped 

Christian history. Approach of minister to this rich 

and dense heritage is not one of mastery but of 

befriending the tradition. 

Experience: Lived experience of community is shaped and 
challenged by this heritage and by its cultural milieu. 
Key issue: access to this source of information -- How 
are we, carefully, to clarify our own insights and 
biases as these are a part of our reflection and 
decision? 

Culture: Ambiguous source. Literature, philosophy, social 
sciences can contribute positively to our religious 
understanding of life; racism, materialism, pornography 
can influence our awareness destructively. 

For each of the theological reflections, the chaplain team 

(Mary Banigan, Grace VanFlenker, Rev. Ivan Larson, Sr. Margaret 

Flaherty and Sr. Phyllis Bowling) met one to three sessions to do 

the theological reflection on each of the five hospice patients. 

The team decided to do the their centering, thinking and jotting 

on each area before the team met so the team shared their 

reflections in an hour and half session.  



THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION - LIFE REVIEW 

In looking and reading this life review, ask yourself these 

questions: 

1) How has Tradition/Scripture shown light on this life review? 
What are the positive and negative aspects of this life review 
from Tradition/Scripture? 

2) How has experience of life shown light on this lived 
experience of the life review? What are the positive and 
negative aspects of this lived experience of life review from 

your experience of life? 

3) How has cultural information of life review shown light on 
this life review? What are the positive and negative aspects of 
life review from cultural information? 

4) Share our findings. 

 



SUMMARY OF THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION ON 

LIFE REVIEW OF PATIENT #1 

At the end of January 1995, the above-named hospice 

chaplains and myself met to do theological reflection on the 

first patient's life review for the project. On this first life 

review for theological reflection, we met three different 

sessions, each session being and hour. In the first session, I 

went through my project proposal and the theological reflection 

process. (I handed out the proposal and the theological 

reflection process a few days before for each of the chaplains to 

read.) In the first session I answered questions and clarified 

the proposal and the theological reflection process. In this 

first session, it became clear that focus questions would be 

helpful to keep us focused in the three areas of theological 

reflection. It was decided to do our centering, thinking and 

jotting on each area before we met so when we came together we 

could share our reflections in an hour session. 

A week later, the same chaplain team met with focus 

questions to aid us in the theological reflection process. These 

questions are included in the theological reflection process. In 

second and third sessions the team focused on the areas of 

Scripture/Tradition, Experience and Culture. In these areas 

several aspects surfaced in our reflection, summarized as 

follows:  



The different religious backgrounds that Mary and 
George came from were discussed. 

Mary and George valued their life. Both thought their 
life was normal. They enjoyed sharing their stories. 

The different cultural backgrounds that the Mary and 
George came from were discussed. George was more a rugged 
individualist and Mary was educated in classical music. 

Mary and George became aware that working together their 
relationship and commitment to each other developed into 
peaceful and happy lives for both of them. 

 



SUMMARY OF THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION 

ON LIFE REVIEW OF PATIENT #2 

By late May 1995, the chaplain team met again to do 

theological reflection on the second patient's life review. On 

this life review of patient #2 we met one time, about a hour and 

a half. I handed out the life review of patient #2 and the 

theological reflection process at least one week before the team 

met. Each member of the group had done their homework. The team 

focused quietly on each area and then each member was able to 

share their reflections in that area. 

In all three areas of our theological reflection 

several aspects surfaced in our reflection and sharing: 

God and the Christian principles were important to 
Marie. She was active in the Baptist Church and found 
prayer important in her life. Sunday was a day of rest. 

Marie made a living balanced with religion. 

Marie had strong educational ethics - better education, 
better living. 

Marie believed in a fair work ethic. 

Marie had several losses in her family: 
lost her sister when the sister married. 
lost one sister by lightning. 
lost her husband at a young age. 

Marie helped keep her family going through the losses. 

Marie persisted and obtain a good education - she got 
her master's degree in special education and taught for 
years. 

Marie had strength to challenge her father on the roles 
of women. 

Family was important to Marie.  



SUMMARY OF THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION 

ON LIFE REVIEW OF PATIENT #3 

By the middle on March, 1995, the hospice chaplain team 

met to do theological reflection on the third patient's life 

review. On this third patient's life review, the team met two 

different sessions, each session being an hour. 

In the first session, I handed out life review of 

patient #3 and the same focus questions the team used in patient 

#1. The team met for an hour and took time to do reflection and 

share. The team focused on the area of Scripture/Tradition and 

Experience. 

A week later, the same chaplain team met and we shared our 

reflections on experience and cultural aspects of the life review 

of patient #3. 

In all three areas of the theological reflection several 

aspects surfaced in our reflections and sharing: 

Church and going to religious services were not 

important to Harry. 

Harry grew up in rural farm culture and in the frontier 

of the West. He loved horses and animals. 

Family and marriage were important. His wife and 

daughters were a joy. 

Making money was important. "He never got rich." 

Making money was some how tied to life worth. 

Harry moved a lot and always looked for better work.  



SUMMARY OF THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION 

ON LIFE REVIEW OF PATIENT #4 

By late April 1995, the hospice chaplain team met to do 

theological reflection on the fourth patient's life review. On 

this fourth patient's life review, the team met one time, about a 

hour and a half. TI handed out the life review of patient #4 and 

the theological reflection process several days before the team 

met. Each member of the team had done their homework. We 

focused quietly on each area and then were able to share our 

reflections on each area. 

In all three areas of theological reflection several aspects 

surfaced in our reflection and sharing: 

Church was important to Bob - current member of 
Lutheran church - bible study was important to him - 
he goes weekly. 

Bob was faithful to family - 49 years of marriage. 

Bob had several losses in his life - his son's death 

was the worst. 

He had a strict father. 

Bob was an immigrant at an early age. 

Forgiveness was important to Bob - he forgave his 
sister. 

Bob would have liked more education at a younger age. 

He came from a large family and was hard working. 

Bob's life was happy as a child and teenager. 

He was never in need. 

Bob enjoyed life - games, sports, movies, dances and 
friends.  



SUMMARY OF THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION 

ON LIFE REVIEW OF PATIENT #5 

By late June 1995, the hospice chaplain team met to do 

theological reflection on the life review of patient #5. On this 

fifth patient, we met once, about a hour and a half. TI handed 

out the life review of patient #5 and the theological reflection 

process at least one week before we met. Each member of the team 

had done their home work. The team focused quietly on each area 

and then we were able to share our reflections on each area. 

In all three areas of the theological reflection several 

aspects surfaced in our reflection and sharing: 

Sarah had little religious background from her family 
and no role model of going to church in her family. 

Sarah was poor but felt love and care in her family. 

She lost her teenage years due to early marriage. 

Sarah lack marriage commitment - she was in her 

fourth marriage. 

Sarah loved to party and have a good time. She 
regrets not being a better mother for her children. 

Sarah bettered her education with her G.E.D. and 
encouraged her children to get their G.E.D. or high 

school diploma. 

She experienced major health problems after forty 

years old. 

Sarah has had a hard life and not many positive role 
models to follow in her family. 

Family and children are important to Sarah.  



THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION ON 

PATIENT #1 

SCRIPTURE/TRADITION 

positive aspects 

Mary had more of a Christian 
childhood and the family was 
more church-going. Baptist. 

George had some early church 
but church was not important 
in his family. He was hard- 
working. Protestant work ethic 
was strong. He expressed being 
raised on strong Christian 
principles. He was a good 
person, honest, hard-working 
productive and self-reliant. 

They were able to express their 
faith in their own terms. It was 
possible to look over it and see 
some patterns. 

EXPERIENCE 

positive aspects 

Both saw value in their life. 

George: He was surprised at 
what he could remember. 
- he felt he had a normal life. 
- he regrets that he did not do 

this with his parents. 
he has a sense of satisfaction 
with his life. 

- he reflected that you do not 
get any 'sense' until 65 years 

old. 

negative aspects 

very little church com- 
munity support in adult 
life. 

they did not seek 
church support in 
their beliefs. 

George was not 

- comfortable in the 

spiritual dimension. 

His worth was in being 
productive. 

there was doubt that 
they themselves will 
see the patterns. 

negative aspects 

the process seemed to 
have very little 
negative aspects. 

argument showed dif- 
ferent view points. 
Also showed unresolved 
issues - but even that 
they seemed to suc- 
cessfully worked 
through.  



Mary saw her life as normal 
and felt good about her life. 
She seemed more superficial in her 
evaluations. 

Mary stressed the need to work 
at marriage and relationship. 
begin with. 

Interesting that in 
many ways they had 
different view of 
things, e.g. marriage 
gets better or worst. 
She saw it as getting 
better. 
He saw it as better 
foo. 

They gave identical 
responses only twice, 
e.g. in response to 
living life again. 
"leave out the 
sickness". 

CULTURAL INFORMATION 

positive aspects 

George: Rugged individual 
hard-working; sticks to it 
Do it for yourself 
Personal responsibility. 

Mary: Classical music education 
Commitment to relationship 
committed to family -sons and 
husband. 

Together - Seemed to have grown 
in commitment to each other. 
They both enjoyed their travels. 

The contrast in cultural 
backgrounds showed up in the 
argument. His’ is the "beer 
barrel polka - Her's is 
classical music. 

George's background seemed to 
have won out in setting patterns 
for this couple though initially 
Mary's family patterns were 
infiltrated - e.g. church 
attendance patterns. 

negative aspects 

Little fun in their 

parents' life. 

Self-worth closely 
tied to work. Able 
to break out of this 
only partially - 
still hopes to do 
"work" after Mary 
dies. 

Mary: She may have 
had to do much of 
the accommodating in 
the relationship. 

They do not share 
feelings.  



THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION 

ON PATIENT #2 

SCRIPTURE / TRADITION 

positive aspects 

Baptist tradition (active 
in the church). 

prayer was important 
always grace at meals 

Sunday was a day of 
rest. 

made a living balanced 
with religion - not 
like her Dad. 

ethic - better education 

better living. 

fair work ethic - fair 

to work for Mother - resisted 

work for sister. 

EXPERIENCE 

positive aspects 

learned to work and have 
responsibilities at a young 
age ( this has positive 
and negative aspects). 
positive aspects - she 
had the strength and 
courage to raise her 
children after she lost 
her husband at an early 
age. 

negative aspects 

father over-involved in 

church duties. 

father not making 
adequate living for 
family. 

father did not support 
education for girls. 

there was not a fair 

work balance with the 

other children. 

father supported church 
law over love and fair 
treatment of the 

children. 

negative aspects 

negative aspects of work 
and responsibilities at 
an early age - lost her 
education at a young age 

lost her teenage years. 

father showed more 

strictness over love. 

had to work to get an 
education.  



experienced strict discipline 
with her father. got her education the 

hard way; e.g. going to 

hard work was expected. night and summer school. 

enjoyed teaching - father could live off 
special education her and see nothing 

wrong with it. 

she raised her younger 
sister. work may be her 

identity. 

lost her husband at 

a young age. 

loosing sisters - one 
left for marriage; one 

was killed by 
lightning. 

CULTURAL INFORMATION 

positive aspects negative aspects 

she had a loving and father saw different 
caring mother. roles for male and 

female. 

worked hard and "girls did not need 
keep the family together. education." 

independent person. woman's work is to 
keep family going. 

important to teach 
special education. she had to fight to 
"You learned to appreciate get formal 
every little thing they education. 

could do." 

strength to challenge hard to slow down to 
her father. heal from cancer. 

took care of her parents.  



THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION 

ON PATIENT #3 

SCRIPTURE/TRADITION 

positive aspects 

Went to Christian Church as 
a child; slipped out at times. 

Church was attended sometimes. 

Church was important enough to 
identify denomination and not to 
change churches. 

Mother was more religious 

Dad was more religious later 
in life. 

Tradition was more around 
family values; work and 
family were important. 

They stayed together; 
marriage was one of the 
accomplishments he was 
happiest about. 

EXPERIENCE 

positive aspects 

Over-all life has been a 
good experience. 

First car was important. 

Marriage and children 
were important; two 
daughters. 
"They take good care 
of us." 

negative aspects 

Went to church very 
little. 

No sense of scripture. 

First response on 
religion came as 
result of direct 
question. 

" Oh God" as an 
expression 
came easily. 

Making money was some- 
how tied to life's 
worth. 

No need for God 
possibly. 

negative aspects 

Worst experiences have 
been growing old; death of 
brother; death of mother. 

Car accident. 

Selling his horse. 

Never made a lot of  



money. "never got rich." 

Best associations were 
with men: grandfather, 
male cousin and his Dad. Always looking for better 

job. 
He was Mother's "Special 
One". Moved a lot - has its 

positive and negative 
aspects. 

Navy was important. 

Hard working - looking 
for better work. 

CULTURAL INFORMATION 

positive aspects negative aspects 

Rural farm culture - moving a lot drew him 
frontier type. away from his family in 

Washington state. 

Male dominated culture. 
Did not get rich. 

Work-centered culture. 
Wished he had moved 
into the trades earlier. 

Car- represented rite 
of passage. Wealth equaled worth for 

him in some degree. 

Social life- included 
dancing and music. 

Commitment to marriage. 

Getting married and work 
were his greatest satisfactions. 

Family picnics were enjoyed. 

Work ethics were important. 
"even the horse had to go if it 
would not work." 
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THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION 

ON PATIENT #4 

SCRIPTURE/TRADITION 

positive aspects 

Catholic background. 

Current member of the Trinity 
Lutheran Church. 

goes to Bible study weekly. 

Faithful to family - 49 
years of marriage. 

Importance of forgiveness 
(His sister who left needed 
his forgiveness - which he was 
able to give.) 

Grief over son's death. 

EXPERIENCE 

positive aspects 

immigrated at an early age. 

large family. 

negative aspects 

Bible was never read in 

his home when he was 

young. 

divorced. 

Several losses - son's 

was the worst. 

Was not a close family 
growing up. 

Strict father -separated 
from one of his daughters 
for a while. 

No future - "Does not 

think about ic.” 

negative aspects 

sister who took care 

of him left home to 
get married.  



hard working. would have liked to 
provided for family 
better. 

life was happy as a child 
and teenager. 

never had much - never in 

need some losses, brother 

and sisters; worst 
was his son. 

getting married. 

their two sons. not having enough 
education. 

coming of age with 
Job ‘and car. 

enjoyed life, games, sports 
movies, dancing and friends. 

mother was always there. 

CULTURAL INFORMATION 

positive aspects negative aspects 

big family - six brothers coming across the border 
two sisters. and taking a shower. 

education - trying to father was gone away from 
better himself. the family - working as a 

fruit farmer. 

family was a working 
family - working during strict father. 
the war years. 

would have liked more 
marriage important education at a younger 
he was married 49 years. age. 

respected strict discipline loss of his son. 
(father and music teacher). 

mother did not get out 
enjoyed life - going to much. 
parties and dances.  



THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION 

ON PATIENT #5 

SCRIPTURE/TRADITION 

positive aspects 

mother had some religious 
beliefs in saints and praying 
to them especially St. Jude. 

work ethic - wanted to get 
G.E.D. and a better job to 
raise her children. 

children and grandchildren 
are important to her. 

she felt there was a loving 
atmosphere in their home 
growing up even though they 
did not have that much. 

EXPERIENCE 

positive aspects 

went back and got her G.E.D. 
and encouraged her children 

to. G0 SO. 

was real proud of one child 
who graduated from high 

school. 

went to bartending school 
and got a sewing machine to 
better her job and family. 

she enjoys her children 
and grandchildren. 

negative aspects 

absent of any family 
going to church. 

lost her teenage years 
due to early marriage. 

loved to party and 
have a good time - 
regrets not being a 
better mother for her 

children. 

she ‘is in her fourth 

marriage and is not 
that happy. 

negative aspects 

married at fourteen and 

had three children by 
seventeen. 

has been married four 
times - in her fourth 
marriage now and not 
that happy. 

experienced rejection 
by one husband due to 

mastectomy. 

experienced rejection 
for a while from her 
younger daughter due  



to being over-weight. 

experienced major 
health problems - 
mastectomy, 

hysterectomy, by-pass 
surgery and now 
congestive heart 
failure. 

experienced son being 
in prison. 

CULTURAL INFORMATION 

positive aspects 

made efforts to better 
herself to keep the family 
together - got her G.E.D. 
and bartending work. 

in childhood there was 
a lot of love and caring 
in the home even though 
there was not enough 
food sometimes. 

used her sewing ability to 
make clothes for her 
family. 

negative aspects 

poor economical family 
background. 

father had poor 
health. 

married young. 

partied and had a 
good time - 'could 
have been a better 
mother to my 
children’. 

lack of education 

for her mother and 

father. 

had to work hard to 
keep the family 
together.  



EVALUATION 

The five patients were chosen to give a balance between male 

and female. Two male and three female patients were chosen. Their 

ages ranged from 56 to 85 years old. The life review process that 

was used came from Barbara K. Haight's article: "Life Review: A 

Method for Pastoral Counseling: Part I". The process included 

questions covering childhood, adolescence, family and home, 

adulthood and summary questions. Three to four sessions were 

given to each patient for them to have time to share their life 

review. Time was given for each patient to reflect on the 

benefits of life review (see data below). The chaplain team met 

and did theological reflection on each of the patient's life 

review using the Whiteheads' theological reflection process. 

In asking each patient how they benefited and what they 

have gained from their life review, I got positive, enjoyable, 

interesting and beneficial remarks summarized as follows: 

Patient #1 "It has been interesting. I have done a lot of 
it, reviewing the good things. It surprises me 
what I can recall. Our sons will enjoy having 
this on tape." 

Patient #2 "I have enjoyed telling my story. God has 
blessed me."  



Patient: #3:5 “Yes, "I have ‘gotten arkick out of it.I have 
enjoyed it. My daughters will enjoy having the 
rape.” 

Patient #4 "Yes, I have enjoyed it. TI think my wife and 
son will enjoy having the tape." 

Patient #5 "Yes, I have enjoyed it. On the whole I have 
had an '"OK'/'1ife. 1 think it could have been 
better in places and yet not as bad as some 
people have it." 

I asked the chaplain team after each session what 

insights were gained about the patient's life review from 

theological reflection. The following are their remarks: 

Re: PATIENT #1 "This life review reminds me of my 
husband and I. We were two different 
religious backgrounds and yet we were able 
to work dt out."I miss him.» {She lost her 
husband just over a year ago.) 
"This gave the couple a chance to share 
feelings that they may not have shared; e.g. 
What is the proudest moment in your life?." 
"It was good to have both hear each others 
comments." 

Re: Patient #2 "This woman had courage and 
determination to get educated. She had the 
courage to break the family bonds on her not 
to get educated and to support the whole 
family." 

Re: Patient #3 "Tradition was more around family 
values and work. Family was important." 
"Church was important only enough to 
identify denomination and not to change 
churches."  



Re: Patient #4 "He identified the importance of 
forgiveness in his life." 
"He recalled the pain of losing his son." 

Re: Patient #5 "This was a harder one to do. It was 

hard to see if she had any life principles, 
other than partying and a wild life style." 
"She made a real effort to get her G.E.D. 
and to encourage her children to do the 
game." 

"Marriage and family life has been hard for 
her." 

OVER-ALL EVALUATION OF THE 
LIFE REVIEW PROCESS 

In my over-all evaluation of this life review process, I can 

state that the process has been beneficial for the patients, 

caregivers and chaplains. 

Patients! remarks: "They recalled more than they thought 
they could." "They valued having the tapes for 
their families." "They could recall sad and happy 
memories and had time to process them." "I can sit 
back and see where my life has gone and I am proud 
of what I have done. I am not a failure." 

Caregivers' remarks: "I found it beneficial to hear the 
responds to basic questions, e.g. What has been 
the proudest moment of your life?; What was the 
happiest time of your life?; What was the 
unhappiest time of your life?."  



Chaplains' remarks: "I found it helpful to reflect on the 
different responses to the questions and to see 
how Scripture/Tradition, Experience and Culture 
affect the patient's life." 
"In sharing as a group I could hear and see 
different aspects of the life review that it 
enriched my own aspects of the life review 
process." 

The weaknesses of this life review process: 

This life review process focused mostly on the 
psycho-social and relational dimensions of the 
person and not enough on the spiritual dimension of 
the person. Questions such as: Do you have a 
spiritual resource in your life? What or who is it 
for you? would have been helpful. 

In doing this process with hospice patients, one 
could do two or three sessions at the most due to 
the energy level of the person. This rushed some 
areas too much. 

In doing this process with hospice patients, one 
needs to be very flexible because some days the 
patient did not feel like or have the energy to 
participate. Also one of my patients was in and out 
of the hospital so there was a long time in between 
sessions. There were two months between sessions 
thereby losing you lose momentum and enthusiasm for 

the process. 

In doing this process with hospice patients, you may 
lose a patient before the process is completed. I 
lost a patient during the project but I had 
completed the process with him.  



CONCLUSION: 

In looking at the four major theological themes: whether 

formal religion played a part in the patient's life; relationship 

with God, family and others; commitment to wife or husband, to 

family and to God; and how early childhood experiences affected 

their adult life; that were focused on in this life review 

project, I believe this project was a therapeutic one for the 

patients and the chaplain team that did the theological 

" reflection. The questions that focused on the theme of whether 

formal religion played a part in the patient's life helped the 

patient to reflect on the religious dimension in his/her life and 

to recall how formal religion played a part in his/her life. The 

questions on the theme of relationship with God, family and other 

helped the patient to reflect on his/her early relationships and 

those of later life. The questions on the theme of the person's 

sense of commitment to wife or husband, to family and to God 

assisted the patient in looking at these commitments in their 

life. The questions around the fourth theological theme, how 

early childhood experiences affected their lives, showed the 

patient how early childhood experiences affected his/her adult 

life. The theological reflection sessions with the chaplain team 

were therapeutic. The theological reflection sessions helped the 

chaplain team focus their reflections on each life review. The 

reflections were helpful to look at one entire life span in the 

areas of Scripture/Tradition, Experience and Culture.  



The life review was beneficial for pastoral ministry in that 

it gave patients the time to tell their stories, time to 

reminisce in a focused way and gave the pastoral minister time to 

be present to the patient and listen to their life story. The 

life review process gave the patient a way of sharing their life 

story with members of the family and friends. This life review 

process gave the chaplain team opportunity to do theological 

reflection on five hospice patient's life review. 

In doing this life review project, I have learned that this 

is a valuable tool in helping people to reflect on their life. I 

also have learned that this process focused mostly on the psycho- 

social and relational dimensions of the person and not enough on 

the spiritual dimension of the person. I would change or add a 

few questions to focus more on the spiritual dimension of the 

person. The theological reflections were helpful to share with 

the chaplain team and to see the theological themes in a person’s 

life. The patients and their families were grateful to have a 

copy of their life review on tape to share with family and 

friends. 

This life review process will be helpful to pastoral 

ministers in areas of pastoral care to the older adult to give 

people the time and opportunity to reflect on their life with a 

pastoral minister. The chaplains who participated in this life 

review feel that they will be able to use the process with other  



patients. Also nurses have used the process to assist their 

patients in looking at patterns in their life. 
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